
January 22, 2014
Dear Friends,

Today I was reading through a book of quotes compiled by Leo Tolstoy and came 
across the following:

A wise man was asked what was the most important time, person and thing 
in life.  He answered; ʻThe most important time is the present time, because 
at this time a person has power over himself.  The most important person is 
the one with whom you deal at present, because there is no guarantee that 
you will ever be able to deal with any other person in this world.  The most 
important thing is to love this person, because everyone is sent into this 
world with the sole purpose of loving other people.ʼ

Over the past ten years I have come to understand my journey as being completely 
about love.  This stands true for you as well.  When we see our mission as being to love 
every person who crosses our path every day, our lives take on a fresh, magical quality.   
The amazing thing in this to me is that as we begin to see our lives as being about 
giving love to others and we become ʻtransmittersʻ of love, this love is amplified - in that 
the people with whom we share our love pass it on to the people they contact.  It 
becomes only a matter of time before every person in our community is touched with 
this love and has it grow in them.

My goal is to change the world for the better - beginning in NDG - and working outward.  
I see it happening on the streets of NDG every day.  It is all a result of a commitment to 
a 'LifeStyle' of doing good deeds for others.  You see, people are significantly impacted 
by this expression of love that in a majority of cases they reciprocate without having to 
be told.  They go out and do good for someone else.  And the cycle is self-perpetuating 
- bringing new people into the mix daily.  

Iʼd very much like you to be a part of this initiative which I call Eden Project.  You can 
see more at www.ProjectEden.yolasite.com.  Please join me in changing this world for 
the better one person at a time...

God bless you,

Eden Project
Moving society towards love, peace and equality...
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